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Spontaneous chirality synchronization in the LC phases of achiral bent-core molecules, the so called dark conglomerate mesophases (DC[f] phases), is a challenging task with significant importance for fundamental scientific research and potential applications. Here we report the synthesis and investigation of two new series of achiral bent-core mesogens derived from 4-bromoresorcinol and 4-chlororesorcinol with 2,3-difluorinated azobenzene-based side arms. The self-assembly of these materials was characterized by DSC, polarizing microscopy, X-ray diffraction investigations (XRD) and electro-optical studies. Depending on the type of halogen substituent at the central resorcinol core and on the terminal alkyl chain length different types of mesophases were observed, where 4-bromoresorcinol derived compounds predominately show helical nanocrystallite phases, (HNC phases), representing conglomerates of chiral domains (DC[f]), whereas the related 4-chlororesorcinol based compounds form smectic C phases with a polar domain structure (SmC,P,DC[f]). Comparison with related compounds provides information about the influence of core fluorination on the mesophase behaviour and DC[f] phase formation, thus providing a step forward in uncovering the molecular design principles of LC materials capable of mirror symmetry breaking.

1. Introduction

Since the first report by Niori et al.,† about polar order in liquid crystalline (LC) phases formed by molecules with a non-linear bent shape, the so-called bent-core liquid crystals (BCLCs), extensive research has been done by several research groups on these fascinating materials.2 In recent years BCLCs have received great attention due to their remarkable and unique mesophases, especially the development of macroscopic polar order (ferroelectricity) and spontaneous mirror symmetry breaking, though the molecules themselves are achiral. This phenomenon is of general interest for fundamental so matter science as well as for potential applications. Mirror symmetry breaking is a basic feature of living matter which was in the recent two decades also observed in some cases of LC phases.2–15 Dark conglomerate phases (DC[f] phases) represent one class of such spontaneously mirror symmetry broken mesophases exhibited by BCLCs.3,16–19 They are optically isotropic and therefore characterized by completely dark appearance between crossed polarizers, whereas under slightly uncrossed polarizers chiral domains of opposite handedness can be observed. Related chiral domains were recently also observed in some nematic phases of dimesogens with odd-numbered spacers (twist bend nematic phases (N_{TB})).2–11,20 in SmC phases formed by some azobenzene-based BCLCs,21 in bicontinuous cubic phases22 and even in isotropic liquids formed by some polycatenar molecules.6,23,24 Also trimesogen can show N_{TB} phases and soft crystalline DC[f] phases.25 The DC[f] phases of BCLCs are classified into three major types (Fig. 1), including the deformed smectic LC phases with sponge like structure,16,26–36 the helical nano-filament phases (HNF phases or B4 phases) where the molecules are arranged in arrays of helical nano-scale filaments,17,37–44 and the third type of DC[f] phases being the helical nano-crystallites phases (HNC phases) which were recently observed for some azobenzene based BCLCs (see Scheme 1).45–49

Herein we report two new series of BCLCs derived from 4-bromoresorcinol and 4-chlororesorcinol central cores, respectively,39 with laterally 2,3-difluorinated azobenzene side arms (compounds BrF_{n} and ClF_{n}, see Scheme 2). The 4-bromoresorcinol based compounds with medium alkyl chain lengths form helical nanocrystallite phases (HNC phase), representing

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c6ra18482k
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Bent-core mesogens form helical nanocrystallite phases (HNC) and bicontinuous cubic phases (N_{TB}) in the mesophase behavior of BCLCs. (See Scheme 1.)

Fig. 1 The three major types of dark conglomerate (DC[f]) phases.48
optically isotropic soft crystalline phases forming conglomerates of chiral domains (DC\[1\]*) phases which for the longest homologue are replaced by a smectic C phase composed of ferroelectric domains with antipolar correlation (SmCsPAR). The other series of compounds, which is derived from 4-chlororesorcinol, shows no HNC phases, but exclusively monotropic SmC phases which represent SmCsPAR phases of a slightly different type. These compounds are compared with previously reported compounds without fluorine substitution or with a reduced number of fluorines in the side arms.47,49

2. Experimental

2.1. Synthesis

The synthesis of the target BCLCs \(\text{BrF}_2n\) and \(\text{ClF}_2n\) was carried out as shown in Scheme 2 by acylation reaction of the 4-halogenated resorcinol \(\text{V}\) with two equivalents of the benzoyl chlorides \(\text{IV}n\) in the presence of triethylamine as base and pyridine as a catalyst. The final crude bent-core compounds \(\text{BrF}_2n\) and \(\text{ClF}_2n\) were purified by column chromatography using dichloromethane followed by recrystallization from ethanol/chloroform (1 : 1) mixture to yield the desired materials. Detailed procedures and the analytical data of the newly synthesised compounds \(\text{BrF}_2n\) and \(\text{ClF}_2n\) are reported in the ESI.† All compounds are thermally stable as confirmed by the reproducibility of thermograms in several heating and cooling cycles.

2.2. Methods

The thermal behaviour of all synthesized compounds was studied by polarizing optical microscopy (POM) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). For polarizing microscopy a Mettler FP-82 HT hot stage and control unit in conjunction with a Nikon Optiphot-2 polarizing microscope was used. DSC-thermograms were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 with heating and cooling rates of 10 K min\(^{-1}\).

Electro-optical switching characteristics were examined in 6 \(\mu\)m polyimide coated ITO cells (EHC Japan) using the triangular-wave method.52 XRD patterns were recorded with a 2D detector (Vantec-500, Bruker). Ni filtered and pin hole collimated CuK\(\alpha\) radiation was used. The exposure time was 15 min and the sample to detector distance was 8.95 and 26.7 cm for small angle and wide angle scattering experiments, respectively. Alignment was attempted by slow cooling (rate: 1 K min\(^{-1}\) to 0.1 K min\(^{-1}\)) of a small droplet on a glass plate.

Scheme 1  Chemical structures of previously reported BCLCs with azobenzene-based wings with and without peripheral fluorine substitution.45–47,49 Abbreviations: Cr = crystalline solid; DC\[1\*) = dark conglomerate phases (HNC phases) composed of chiral domains with opposite handedness; N = nematic phase; SmCP\(\alpha\) = antiferroelectric switching smectic phase.

Scheme 2 Synthetic route to the bent-core mesogens under investigations.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Dark conglomerate phases of compounds BrF2n with n ≤ 14

Depending on the terminal chain length, compounds BrF2n with a 4-bromoresorcinol central core form different types of mesophases. The shortest derivative BrF28 with n = 8 forms a birefringent crystalline solid with melting point T = 104°C, whereas compounds BrF210–BrF214 with medium chain length exhibit monotropic highly viscous optically isotropic phases which, once formed, do not crystallize even after storage for one year at room temperature (see Table 1). Under crossed polarizers, these isotropic phases appear completely dark between crossed polarizers and on rotating the analyzer by a small angle (about 10°) out of the crossed position i.e. from the 90° position with respect to the polarizer, uniform dark and bright domains appear, indicating the presence of chiral domains (DC\[\pi\] phases, see Fig. 2). That the distinct regions represent chiral domains with opposite handedness was confirmed by rotating the sample itself between crossed polarizers in different directions, where no change in the dark texture was observed.

The DC\[\pi\]-Iso transitions are associated with transition enthalpies values around ΔH ~ 21 kJ mol⁻¹ in the cooling cycles (see Fig. 3 and Table 1), similar to their related analogues with only one fluorine substituent in each of the outer rings of the bent-core structure (compounds BrFn in Scheme 1).⁴⁷ On heating, the DC\[\pi\] phases become instable and crystallize with formation of a birefringent crystalline phase. This crystallization is immediately followed by the melting of this crystalline phase, leading to the typical “double peak” in the heating scans (see Fig. 3). Similar to the DC\[\pi\] phases exhibited by related BCLCs with two azobenzene wings (IFn, Brn, BrFn and Men, see Scheme 1),⁴⁵-⁴⁷,⁴⁸ no current peak could be observed in these DC\[\pi\] phases in electro-optical experiments. Moreover, no birefringence is induced in any of the DC\[\pi\] phases under an applied triangular wave voltage up to 200 Vpp in a 6 μm ITO cell; this is typical for soft crystalline DC\[\pi\] phases.

The XRD pattern of the DC\[\pi\] phase exhibited by compound BrF210 at 50°C as a representative example is shown in Fig. 4a and b. A single strong scattering in the small angle region is observed. The d-value of 4.33 nm is between half of the molecular length and the full molecular length (Lmol = 5.2 nm in the most extended conformation with all-trans alkyl chains). This diffraction pattern is in line with a lamellar organization with d = 4.33 nm where the molecules are organized in a single layer structure with the involved molecules tilted by a certain angle (the maximum tilt estimated from d/Lmol = 0.83 is ~33°) with respect to the layer normal. The relatively large difference between d and Lmol has very small difference between the d-value and Lmol. In the 2D patterns all scatterings form closed rings with uniform intensity distribution as a very typical feature of all DC\[\pi\] phases. This is due to the randomized orientation of the nanocrystallites, leading to the optical isotropic properties, giving rise to the dark appearance between crossed polarizers (see Fig. 4a). Fig. 4b shows the 29 scan over the diffraction pattern of BrF210. Beside the strong layer reflections very weak and relatively broad scattering maxima are observed in the medium and wide angle region. This pattern distinguish this DC\[\pi\] phase from the fluid sponge-type DC\[\theta\] phases, which exhibit only one completely diffuse wide angle scattering besides the layer reflection, as well as from the HNF phases (B4 phases) characterized by sharper and more intense wide angle scatterings.⁷,⁸ The results obtained for BrF210 prove that the DC\[\pi\] phases formed by compounds BrF2n belong to the helical nanocrystalline phases (HNC phases). Only the number, intensities and positions of the medium- and wide-angle scatterings are distinct, indicating that the fine structure of the local crystal lattice should be a bit different from the previously reported HNC phases of the related azobenzene derived apex-halogenated bent-core compounds.⁴⁵-⁴⁷,⁴⁸ For example, Fig. 4c

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Heating T°C [ΔH/kJ mol⁻¹]</th>
<th>Cooling T°C [ΔH/kJ mol⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BrF28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cr, 96 [6.6] Cr, 104 [27.5] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 86 [28.5] Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cr 101 [37.6] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 85 [20.4] DC[\pi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF212</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>DC[\pi] 97 [10.1] Cr 103 [10.9] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 90 [21.0] DC[\pi]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF216</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cr 97 [26.5] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 96 [6.2] SmC[\pi]Ar 85 [20.2] Cr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The phase transition temperatures (peak temperatures) were taken from the second heating and second cooling scans at 10 K min⁻¹; abbreviations: Cr = crystalline solid; DC\[\pi\] = dark conglomerate phases (HNC phases) composed of chiral domains with opposite handedness; SmC\[\pi\]Ar = polarization randomized smectic phase composed of SmC\[\pi\] domains and showing two polarization current peaks; Iso = isotropic liquid.
shows the 2θ-scans of the DC\(^{[*]}\) phase of the related compound BrF\(_{12}\) with only one lateral fluorine substituent in each azobenzene wing and having the chain length \(n = 12\) (Scheme 1).

### 3.2. SmC phase of the long chain compound BrF\(_{16}\)

The optically isotropic DC\(^{[*]}\) phase is completely removed for the longest derivative in the series BrF\(_{16}\) with \(n = 16\). On cooling BrF\(_{16}\) from the isotropic liquid state a birefringent schlieren texture is observed below \(T = 96 \, ^\circ\text{C}\) in a homeotropic cell (Fig. 5a) and a fan texture is observed in a planar cell where the dark extinctions are inclined by an angle of about 28°, indicating a synclinic tilted smectic phase (SmC\(_s\) phase, see Fig. 5b). XRD investigation of this phase was not possible due to the rapid crystallization of the monotropic phase. In electro-optical investigations two polarization current peaks in each half period of an applied triangular wave voltage were observed (Fig. 5c and d). The two polarization peaks are weak and widely separated at the Iso–SmC\(_s\) transition, growing in intensity and coming a bit closer to each other on further cooling, reaching
a polarization values $P = 290 \text{nC cm}^{-2}$. The mode of appearance of the polarization peaks, their shape and the relatively small polarization values are typical for SmC$_{PAR}$ phases with randomized polar order, described in detail for 4-cyanoresorcinol based BCLCs. Therefore, the LC phase of compound BrF$_2$16 is assigned as SmC$_{PAR}$ phase. In this smectic phase ferroelectric polarization values are typical for SmC$_{PAR}$ phases with domains with synclinic and antipolar correlation form a field induced SmC$_{P}$ state which relaxes at reduced voltage back to a macroscopically antipolar structure. The position of the dark extinctions does not change, indicating the relaxation and switching take place by rotation around the molecular long axis (see Fig. S11†).

### 3.3. Investigation of mixtures of compounds BrF$_n$ with 5-CB

It is well known that the two different types of soft crystalline DC phases (HNF and HNC) behave differently upon mixing with 4'-n-pentyl-4-cyanobiphenyl (5-CB). The chirality of HNF phases can be retained even at high dilution with a nematic LC host (≈95%), while the HNC phases can be diluted only by a small amount (to ~50%) of a nematic LC (5-CB) without loss of the DC phases and chirality. The mixtures of selected compounds BrF$_n$ with 5-CB were investigated and compared with the results obtained for their related monofluorinated analogues BrF$_n$ (see Table 2).

The DC phase of the pure compound BrF$_{10}$ is removed in its 1 : 1 mixture with 5CB and a direct transition from the crystalline state to the isotropic liquid takes place at 68 °C on heating (Table 2). On cooling the same mixture from the isotropic liquid state a monotropic nematic phase is formed which crystallizes at $T \sim 39$ °C without the formation of DC phase. The next two homologues BrF$_{12}$ and BrF$_{14}$ behave differently; DC phases are formed in their 1 : 1 mixtures with 5CB as room temperature mesophases and no crystallization takes place either on heating or cooling (see Fig. 6). Similar to the other HNC phases, only a limited amount of 5-CB can be mixed into the HNC phase of BrF$_n$ and any further increase of the amount of 5-CB removes the DC phases. Comparing the results obtained for BrF$_n$ compounds with their monofluorinated analogues (compounds BrF$_n$, see Table 2) indicate that both types of compounds behave similarly in their mixed systems, which further confirms the similarity of the HNC phases exhibited by the azobenzene based bent-core mesogens.

### 3.4. Compounds ClF$_n$ with chlorine at the apex

The effect of replacing bromine by a smaller chlorine on the mesophase type has been investigated with the 4-
other abbreviations see Table 1. ClF216

a birefringent SmC phase is observed at the same temperature 86 °C for both derivatives. The investigations of these SmC phases was not possible due to the rapid crystallization starting directly after the appearance of the SmC and for the same reason the value of transition enthalpy for the Iso–SmC transition cannot be separated from that of SmC–Cr transition. For the next homologues with n ≥ 12 the SmC phases are formed in a sufficient temperature range enabling electro-optical investigations. The temperature range of the SmC phases in the series ClF212–ClF216 is increasing with increasing the chain length (see Table 3). Fig. 8a and b shows the textures observed for the SmC phase of compound ClF216 upon cooling from the isotropic liquid state, where a birefringent schlieren texture is observed in a homeotropic cell (Fig. 8a). A broken fan texture with the dark extinctions inclined by an angle of 26°, indicating a synclinic tilted smectic phase (SmCs phase) is observed in a planar cell (Fig. 8b).

Under an applied triangular wave voltage of 160 Vpp in a 6 μm ITO cell two broad polarization peaks per half period of the applied voltage appears in the SmC phase of all investigated ClF2n compounds with n = 12–16 with a polarization value P ~ 100 nC cm⁻² (see Fig. 8c for ClF216). Based on the textures and the shape of the polarization curves, the SmC phases exhibited by these materials are assigned as SmCₚ,smaphases, but the shape and the polarization values are very distinct from that of the analogous bromine substituted compound BrF216. The broad diffuse shape of the polarization current peaks is similar to that observed for previously reported SmAPAR phase showing Langevin-type switching.²⁴ Therefore, we conclude that the switching of the chlorine substituted compounds is also typically Langevin type,²⁵ meaning that small polar domains grow under the electric field and then can be switched between two polar states. This means that the polar domains in the SmC phase of ClF216 might have a broader size distribution than those observed in the SmCₚ,smaphase of BrF216 and grow to larger domains under the applied field. There is a larger threshold voltage for polar switching of BrF216 compared to ClF216 though the magnitude of polarization is higher (280 vs. 100 nC cm⁻²). Probably there is larger polarization in the ferroelectric domains of BrF216 but also a stronger antipolar correlation between these domains. It appears that bromine substitution favours polar packing compared to the smaller chlorine, though it could be expected that the bend of the bromine substituted compound might be a bit smaller than that of the chlorine substituted,²⁶ and additionally, the bulkier bromine is expected to reduce the core packing density for steric reasons. This effect might possibly be attributed to the higher polarizability of bromine and the C–Br bond.

![Fig. 7 DSC heating and cooling scans of ClF214 with a rate of 10 K min⁻¹.](image)

**Table 3** Phase transition temperatures (T°C), mesophase types, and transition enthalpies [ΔH/kJ mol⁻¹] of compounds ClF2n

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Heating T°C [ΔH/kJ mol⁻¹]</th>
<th>Cooling T°C [ΔH/kJ mol⁻¹]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ClF28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cr 98 [33.1] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 86 [30.7] Cr + SmCₚ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF210</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Cr 101 [35.9] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 86 [35.7] Cr + SmCₚ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF212</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cr 101 [25.7] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 94 [6.3] SmCₚ,smaphar [18.5] Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF214</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Cr 101 [37.9] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 98 [8.6] SmCₚ,smaphar [27.5] Cr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF216</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Cr 105 [35.7] Iso</td>
<td>Iso 100 [7.5] SmCₚ,smaphar [37.2] Cr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a The phase transition temperatures were measured as mentioned in Table 1. b The value of Iso–SmC transition enthalpy cannot be separated from SmC–Cr transition value. Abbreviations: SmCₚ = smectic C phase with unknown polar structure, most likely also representing SmCₚ,smaphase; for other abbreviations see Table 1.
3.5. Comparison with related compounds

Table 4 shows a comparison between azobenzene derived BCLCs with 4-bromoresorcinol and 4-chlororesorcinol cores and $n = 12$ chain length, but with different number of peripheral fluorne substituents. Before discussing the effect of fluorne substitution, it is mentioned here that the larger bromine atom ($\text{cv} \sim 33 \text{ nm}^3$, crystal volumes $\text{cv}$ of Immirzi)$^{36}$ in the 4-position at the resorcinol core favours the formation of HNC phase in all cases compared to the smaller chlorine ($\text{cv} \sim 27 \text{ nm}^3$), indicating that the size of the substituent at the apex and the degree of molecular twist induced by this substituent are important for layer distortion and chirality synchronization required for DC$^{[*]}$ phase formation.$^{47}$ For the BCLCs with 4-bromoresorcinol central core, peripheral fluorination removes the nematic phase and stabilizes the HNC phase, most probably by increasing the attractive $\pi-\pi$ interactions by reduction of the electron density of the aromatics. However, inserting an additional fluorne atom in the meta position with respect to the terminal alkyl chain (compound BrF$_2$12) reduces the HNC phase stability (reduced transition temperature Iso-DC) and favours crystallization. Reduction of HNC phase stability is probably due to the steric effect of the additional fluorne, reducing the packing density. The increased melting points are attributed to the improved $\pi-\pi$-stacking ability caused by the further reduction of the electron density by the additional electron withdrawing fluorne.

In the case of the compounds derived from 4-chlororesorcinol the core fluorination removes the nematic phase, too, but in this case it leads first to a macroscopically polar (SmCaPA) and then, a further addition of the next fluorne, to a locally polar tilted smectic phase (SmCsPAR, see Table 4). The mesophase stability of the LC phases is apparently not affected by fluorination, but the introduction of the second fluorne in $m$-position removes the long range polar order achieved for the monofluorinated compound (two sharp polarization peaks, $P_s$).

Table 4 Phase transition temperatures ($T/\degree C$) and mesophase types for different types of 4-bromoresorcinol and 4-chlororesorcinol derived BCLCs with azobenzene wings and the effect of peripheral F-atoms ($Y, Y' = H, F$)$^a$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comp.</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Y'</th>
<th>$T/\degree C$</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Br12</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>DC$^{[*]}$ 93 (N 83) Iso</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF12</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>DC$^{[*]}$ 106 Iso</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BrF$_2$12</td>
<td>Br</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cr$_1$ 97 Cr$_2$ 103 (DC$^{[*]}$ 90) Iso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl12</td>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Cr$_1$ 90 Cr$_2$ 103 (N 97) Iso</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF12</td>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>Cr 115 (SmC$_s$P$_a$ 97) Iso</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClF$_2$12</td>
<td>Cl</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Cr 101 (SmC$_s$P$_a$ 97) Iso</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Abbreviations: N = nematic phase; SmC$_s$P$_a$ = anticalinic antiferrelectric switching SmC phase (B2 phase); for other abbreviations see Table 1.
~ 500 nC cm⁻², see Fig. S11† in ref. 47) and replaces this by a local polar domain structure (two diffuse polarization peaks, \( P_s \approx 100 \) nC cm⁻², Fig. 8c). Simultaneously the additional F substituents change the tilt correlation in the smectic phase from anticlinic in CIF12 to synclinic in CIFE12 and the switching process from rotation on the tilt-cone for CIF12 (Fig. S10† in ref. 47) to a reorganization around the long axis in the case of CIF2n (Fig. S11†). This is most probably an effect of the reduced packing density, favoured by the increased bulkiness of the rod-like wings with two adjacent fluorines in each azobenzene wing. Overall, there seems to be a delicate balance of the unfavourable steric effects of fluorine, thus reducing the packing density. Besides the steric and electronic effects of fluorination, fluorine substitution can also have an effect on the conformation of the Ar–O–CH₂ linkage by influencing orbital interactions and by strengthening weak intra-and intermolecular hydrogen bonding involving C–H bonds, thus supporting the twisting of the molecules and the formation of DC\(^{[4]}\) phases.

4. Summary and conclusions

Two series of new bent-core liquid crystalline materials combining 4-bromoresorcinol or 4-chlororesorcinol cores with two 2,3-difluorinated and 4-alkoxy substituted azobenzene side arms have been synthesized and investigated. Depending on the size of the halogen atom in 4-position of the central bent core unit (CI vs. Br) and on the length of the terminal alkyl chains different types of mesophases were observed. It was found that the majority of 4-bromoresorcinol derived compounds \((n = 10–14)\) form HNC-type DC\(^{[4]}\) phases which are replaced by a SmC\(_{PAR}\) phase upon chain elongation \((n = 16)\). For the 4-chlororesorcinol derivatives only SmC phases, but no DC\(^{[4]}\) phases were observed. The investigated SmC phases represent SmC\(_{PAR}\) type polar domain phases. The SmC\(_{PAR}\) phase of the chlorine substituted compound is distinct from that of the related bromine derivative by the significantly broader polarization peaks and the smaller polarization values, indicating a Langvin-type switching (field-induced growth of the polar domains) for the chlorinated compound and a more superparaelectric type of switching\(^{29}\) (fusion of already existing polar domains) for the brominated compound. The DC\(^{[4]}\) phases exhibited by these materials represent helical nano-crystallites phases (HNC) but with a different local structure if compared with the HNC phases of the related azobenzene compound without peripheral fluorine or with only one fluorine.\(^{57,58}\) Though, core fluorination can favour HNC phase formation and modifies the precise phase structure, it cannot induce DC phases if the core unit would not also support its formation. It also cannot fundamentally change the structure of the DC\(^{[4]}\) phase to HNF or fluid DC phases. Introduction of the first fluorine adjacent to the alkoxy chains obviously favors layer formation and DC\(^{[4]}\) phase formation (removal of N phases) and development of polar order, most probably by increasing the attractive \(\pi–\pi\) interactions by reduction of the electron density of the aromatics. The second fluorine appears to reduce the DC\(^{[4]}\) phase stability a bit and appears to reduce the coherence length of local polarization, probably due to its steric effect, reducing the packing density a bit. Thus fluorination is a tool for tailoring HNC phase ranges and the fine structure of the HNC phases. Future work will be devoted to a more detailed analysis of the HNC phases by imaging methods and the investigation of the effects of photoisomerization of the azobenzene units incorporated in the molecular structure of these BCLCs by polarized and nonpolarized light. This could lead to additional possibilities for phase modulation and chirality modulation, which could result in potentially useful applications.
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